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Abstract- Visualisation underpins the understanding of scientific data both through exploration and
explanation of analysed data. Provenance strengthens the understanding of data by showing the
process of how a result has been achieved. With the significant increase in data volumes and
algorithm complexity, clinical researchers are struggling with information tracking, analysis
reproducibility and the verification of scientific output. In addition, data coming from various
heterogeneous sources with varying levels of trust in a collaborative environment adds to the
uncertainty of the scientific outputs. This provides the motivation for provenance data capture and
visualisation support for analyses. In this paper a system, NeuroProv is presented, to visualise
provenance data in order to aid in the process of verification of scientific outputs, comparison of
analyses, progression and evolution of results for neuroimaging analyses. The experimental results
show the effectiveness of visualising provenance data for neuroimaging analyses.
Keywords: Provenance; Scientific Workflows; Biomedical Analysis; Neuroimaging; Visualisation

1. Introduction
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E-Science platforms are growing at pace but they still lack in providing provenance support, such as
provenance capture, storage and its usage to support analyses [1]. There are systems such as Prototype
Lineage Server [2] that can adequately capture provenance data and store it in several formats, but, as
yet, few researchers use it. Neuroimaging community requires the means to access and understand
provenance data in order to support clinical analyses. This helps researchers, for example, in the study
of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to determine biomarkers for the onset of Alzheimer‟s disease
[3, 4].
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The domain of neuroimaging is complex - it includes multiplicities (versions) of datasets and versions
of algorithms operating upon these datasets following specific workflow patterns. Breakthroughs in
large-scale data analysis for neuroimaging are few and one of the major contributing factors is the
lack of provenance data support. Without provenance data, researchers do not have the context of the
analysis being performed. Furthermore, chances are that the absence of provenance data support
increases the risk of an error(s) in data analysis. Therefore, since the analysis context is missing it is
difficult to ascertain the authenticity of results. Since neuroimaging contains multiplicities (versions)
of data; an error in an earlier step could percolate to the next stages of analysis and could alter the end
result. The researcher might get an inaccurate result at a later stage that may lead to inappropriate
results getting published. Thus the researcher might end up with an altogether different set of results
compared to the anticipated results at the beginning of the analysis.
Since the analysis is repeatedly conducted in a collaborative research environment it is imperative to
retain a track of who did what, when, on what data, using which algorithms, and why? All this
information needs to be traced and logged so that the results can be visualised for easy understanding
and analyses can be reproduced or amended as part of a rigorous research process. Typically,
provenance data is represented in files and/or tabular format which, for complex workflows, is not
straightforward for analysis by the scientific community and/or practitioners. Visualisation and
provenance techniques, although used rarely in combination, may further help to increase the
scientist‟s ability to understand scientific results. The scientist may be able to use a single tool in
order to: a) evaluate final results; b) the derivation process; and c) any intermediate results produced
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during the experiment. In order to aid the researchers in the exploration process, there is consequently
a need to apply suitable visualisation techniques on the provenance data.
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However, the existing state of the art workflow systems are not completely generic and
reconfigurable. Most workflow provenance management systems are designed for data-flow oriented
workflows and researchers are now realising that tracking data alone is insufficient to support the
scientific process (for example, see [5]). In this regard, this paper presents a system named as
NeuroProv, to visualise provenance data for neuroimaging analyses. NeuroProv can present large
amounts of provenance data in a visual format that is both intuitive and easy to understand by
clinicians and neuroscientists. As a starting point, user requirements have been taken based on the
scenarios defined in the N4U [6] project, which aimed to provide computing and storage
infrastructure, and services to store neuroimages and to facilitate neuroscientists in defining and
executing neuro-analysis on stored images.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related work, with emphasis
on neuroimaging analysis, provenance visualisation and provenance/workflow systems; Section 3
elaborates requirements for provenance visualisation; Section 4 describes use-cases; Section 5
introduces NeuroProv system architecture; Section 6 highlights evaluation, results and discussion and
Section 7 presents conclusions and future direction.
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2. Related Work

Scientists often rely on visualisations to aid in data exploration that can be a complex process
requiring close collaboration among domain scientists, computer scientists and visualisation experts.
This section summarises related work and literature review in the context of neuroimaging analysis,
provenance visualisation, and provenance/workflow systems.
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2.1 Need for Provenance Data in Different Scientific Domains
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Neuroimaging is an essential means for research and clinical neuroscience [7]. Provenance can be
used for data interpretation, assessing data quality, and data interoperability [8] [9]. For example, in
order to assist research into various neuro-degenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer‟s, researchers
need to process brain scans for various biomarkers [4] [10] [11]. These biomarkers include the
cortical thickness of the brain, thinning of which has been linked to the onset of Alzheimer‟s disease.
In biological sciences and neuroimaging, in particular, it is imperative to keep track of provenance to
assess the quality of data being gathered and to enable clinical researchers to verify results. With the
advent of current techniques, one the prime challenge faced alike in all biological sciences is the
management of the vast amount of data being generated. Coupled with the need for collaborations for
scientific innovation and discovery, the need to share data over multiple locations, ensuring its
availability and usefulness to the scientific community adds to the challenge manifolds.
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Similarly, scientific experiments such as those at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN [12] and
projects such as N4U [6] generate extremely large amounts of data. These communities use scientific
workflows [13] to orchestrate the complex processing of data for their analyses. During the
computation of this large pool of data, scientists end up creating an even larger pool of data
representing intermediate results and associated metadata. An important consideration during data
processing is to understand the intermediate results and processes. This helps to derive final results, to
verify the authenticity of those results and provide insight. Several systems have been recently
proposed to capture provenance such as [14] for script executions using noWorkflow and
YesWorkflow [15]. Other systems use provenance of „Research Objects‟ (i.e. gathering of digital
artefacts to enable knowledge sharing and reproducibility [16] [17]) for sharing knowledge about
computational experiments [18]. Other systems include the use of graphs for representing provenance
such as SGProv etc. [19] [20] [21] by providing summarization mechanisms and clustering of views.
Here, views refer to the graphical representation of provenance data in a format understandable to
researchers and users. Summarisation of views is essential for neuroimaging since it allows
researchers to have a high-level summary of the provenance in addition to the fine-grained
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provenance for inspection. Several works have been undertaken to define various models for scientific
workflow provenance such as PROV data model [23], its extension ProvOne data model [24] and
formal model of provenance by El-Jaick et al. [22]. Most of these models are an extension of the
original PROV model by Luc et al. [25] and contain elements that have been improvised over the
period of time to meet the needs of provenance based solutions.
2.2 Provenance Visualisation
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Effective visualisation of provenance data is necessary to understand the history of events and to
evaluate data. The conventional visual encodings for provenance data are derived from the fields of
network and graph visualisation. The most common visualisation strategy for provenance data is the
node-link diagram (e.g. graphs) and is employed by common provenance tools such as Probe-It [26],
Haystack [27] and Orbiter [28]. With this visual encoding, graphs are represented as nodes and edges
(connections between nodes are represented as lines or curves). These tools utilise a variety of
different visual encoding techniques including directed node-link diagrams [26] [27] and collapsible
summary nodes [28]. Node-link diagrams are effective for representing provenance data for
understanding local-activity, but they do not offer a high-level summary of activity and relationships
within them. What is required is a system that provides detailed inspection of workflow elements
alongside a high-level summary of the workflow.
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Prior visualisation systems, deal with either the data product or the process, but not both. Specifically,
Taverna [29] uses Haystack [27], which is a visualisation tool to help answer questions that establish
how experimental results were obtained. However, Haystack does not offer its users to compare
visualisations essential for detecting anomalies. VisTrails [30] allows users to navigate workflow
versions in an intuitive way, to visually compare different workflows and their results, and to examine
the actions that led to the result. The supplied visualisation portrays each workflow as a node, with
each change to workflow as an edge from the original workflow to the modified result. In other
words, VisTrails manages and displays the provenance of visualisation (keeps track of how
workflows evolve), while NeuroProv and other provenance visualisation systems described in this
section display visualisation of provenance. While not designed primarily as a visualisation tool,
VisTrails workflow tracking feature could be useful in a provenance visualisation system if it allowed
users to see how they had customised the configuration of the display, and how their interaction with
the display evolved over time.
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Other systems such as Probe-It! [26] enables scientists to move the visualisation focus from
intermediate and final results to provenance, back and forth. However, it does not allow encompassing
the ability to track the progression of data products or their evolution over the course of time. This is
essential in deducing how workflows and data products have evolved over the course of an
experiment. The Prototype Lineage Server [1] allows users to browse lineage information by
navigating through sets of metadata that provide useful details about the data products and
transformations in a workflow invocation. Prototype Lineage Server restricts the users to exploring
parent and child metadata objects. Thus limiting its ability to be used for neuroimaging analysis where
users need to view a multitude of metadata objects those extending beyond parent and child
relationship. What is required is a system that allows users to drill down multiple levels of detail to
access fine-grained provenance.
Provenance Explorer [31] provides users with personalised views of visualised provenance data,
based on a combination of user requirements, semantic reasoning and access policies. Major
drawbacks include the support to drill down to only one level of detail limiting users to the coarser
level of provenance, for verification and authentication purposes fine-grained provenance is required
to inspect elements of the workflow. Prov-O-Viz [32] is a web-based visualisation tool for PROV
[25] based provenance tracks coming from various sources that leverage Sankey diagrams [33]. The
aim of this system is to focus on a visualisation approach to identify the important activities within a
provenance graph based on data flows. However, Prov-O-Viz only allows users a limited interaction
with the visualisation (e.g. the ability to only move nodes vertically), whereas, for verification
purposes, it is essential for end users to be able to fully interact and inspect elements of a workflow.
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Above related work clearly indicates that there have been attempts for visualising provenance data of
scientific workflows. However, existing approaches lack a comprehensive level of provenance details
and/or the ability to have a high level of interaction with visualisations enabling scientists to explore
and investigate workflow provenance. NeuroProv attempts to handle these limitations by providing
users with the ability to fully interact with the visualisation of provenance data, inspect individual
elements of the workflow (activities/entities), compare multiple workflows and visually see how a
workflow has evolved over the period of time.

3. Generic Requirements for Provenance Visualisation
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Kunde et al. [16] derive abstract user requirements for provenance visualisation, including: 1)
process: the sequence of process steps is the centre of inspection; 2) results: the intermediate or end
results of interactions are the centre of users view; 3) relationship: the relationship between actors is
important; 4) timeline: the time is important to observe; 5) participation: the correctness of the
participants is important; 6) compare: the comparison of subjects shows the difference between them,
and 7) interpretation: an individual visualisation view depending upon end-user‟s requirement.
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The goal of the visualisation presented in this research is to serve both the broadly and narrowly
focused audiences in the domain of neuroimaging analysis. Consequently, it addresses each of the
above seven requirements as follows: Requirements 1-3) NeuroProv is based upon an accepted model
for provenance representation, namely, the PROV-XML [25], which denotes entities, activities and
agents as nodes, and the relationship between them as edges in a graph. It is able to show complete
graphs with both the process steps and intermediate (final) results, or abstract graphs focusing on
either one of them; Requirement 4) the PROV-XML is capable of representing time information for
nodes and edges; Requirement 5) participation is represented by agents through a “wasControlledBy”
relationship in the PROV-XML, so NeuroProv helps the user visually evaluate the correctness of
participation; Requirement 6) users can compare attributes of nodes and even compare multiple
visualisations using it; and Requirement 7) for the last type of user requirement (interpretation), the
proposed solution allows advanced users, in-depth inspection of workflows by drilling down to reveal
further fine-grained provenance information about sub-activities (for a more detailed summary on
PROV-XML, refer to [25]).
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Goble et al., [34] define the seven W‟s (Who, What, Where, Why, When, Which, hoW) in order to
capture aspects of provenance. This includes features of provenance fundamentals for the use of
provenance data such as the person involved in the experiment (who); the material and methods used
in the experiment (what and how); the conditions and timings at the time of the experiment (when and
where); the purpose of running the experiment (why); as well as the results and the conclusions of the
experiment (what). For neuro-imaging scientists, both the intention and the results of experiments are
of crucial importance as well as the understanding the “how to” of experiments.
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The coupling between the results and the associated provenance is inherent thus justifying the
development of techniques to facilitate easy viewing of both. Kunde et al. requirements [16] do not
encompass all aspects of the research primarily due to the fact that these requirements are very
generic. This section presented generic requirements for provenance visualisation whilst the following
section describes domain specific requirements for provenance visualisation for neuroimaging
analysis. The following section presents use-cases based on our case study N4U and highlight
requirements at the end of each use-case.

4. NeuroProv Use Cases & Domain Specific Requirements
Based on Goble‟s seven W‟s, generic requirements defined in [34] and using the N4U as a case study,
the following assertions can be made: Scientists can use the visualised provenance for the following
purposes: Verification - to verify a result or an intermediate result during the course of an experiment;
Comparison - compare a certain result against an existing result; Progression - analysis of origin of
results of an experiment and Evolution - following the natural course of exploration during an
experiment.
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This work has been conducted within the context of the N4U project [2]. N4U provides
neuroscientists and clinicians with the ability to perform high-throughput imaging research and
provides neurologists automated diagnostic imaging markers for neurodegenerative diseases such as
Alzheimer‟s for individual patient diagnosis. The experiment also allows users to securely upload, use
and share brain scans paired with access to computational power, large image datasets and specialised
support and training for conducting neuroimaging analysis. The intended benefit of the N4U project
was to enable the discovery of biomarkers for Alzheimer‟s disease that can improve diagnosis and
help speed the development of innovative drugs. Within the context of N4U, its end-user community
had identified a vital need for provenance.
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In order to specify requirements for provenance visualisation, this section presents a potential end-toend example scenario of the use of NeuroProv System, see Figure 1. This sets up the stage for
presenting specific use-cases that contribute to generating additional domain-specific requirements for
our proposed system NeuroProv. In N4U, various users such as Research Leaders, Researchers,
Pipeline Developers, Image/Data Input Managers and System Administrators use provenance data for
numerous purposes. For example, suppose a workflow yields some surprising and possibly significant
results. A researcher may wish to confirm that the results are accurate and identify any mistakes that
may have been made. Visualisation of provenance data for the workflow provides the means to
analyse all the intermediary image sets and results to verify that the results and their analyses were
incorrect. It may be found that the error was due to a specific group of images interacting badly within
the workflow. The user can then annotate the workflow so that other users are warned if they attempt
a similar analysis.

CE

Figure 1 - NeuroProv end-to-end Example
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Sometimes it may not be sufficient to simply reproduce the analysis results since it may also be
necessary to validate and, if required, reproduce the workflow that has been used to obtain the results.
This makes users confident not only in the results that have been produced but also in the process that
led them to generate those results. For example, a user may create a new workflow and runs it on a
test dataset. At each stage in the execution of the workflow, intermediary images or data are stored
and a full track of provenance is kept. After results have been produced, the user can examine the
visualised provenance to check that each stage of the analysis was completed correctly. The raw
results can then be exported into the user‟s preferred analysis tool and the whole process can be added
to the researcher‟s history for future reference. Initially, the new workflow may produce some poor
results during testing. The researcher, therefore, can inspect the visualised provenance of the
workflow execution and locate the problem. The user can then interact with the system to make
changes to the relevant settings and re-run the test study. This time the process may run correctly and
meaningful results may be produced. Without the mechanism to validate workflows, it would not be
possible to correct the process and generate accurate results. In this case, the visualisation of
provenance data clearly helps the researcher to validate results and workflows.
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Each segment of the user requirements begins with a Use-Case story. The relevant user-requirements
that are contained within it are described below it. The requirements are denoted by the R prefix. The
prioritisation scheme focuses on Essential (E), Desirable (D) and Optional (O) requirements and is
based on the variation of MoSCoW technique [35]. MoSCoW technique is an acronym of the first
letter of each of the four prioritisation categories (Must have, Should have, Could have and Won‟t
have) [35]. Essential requirements are those that are absolutely vital to the production of a functional
system. Desirable requirements are those that whilst not vital, would provide important functionality
to users and a reasonable proportion of these should be implemented. Optional requirements are those
that might be useful but don't fit into the previous two categories and will probably be the last to be
implemented if time allows. The individual use-cases and requirements have been prioritised using
this scheme. The aim of this is to relate the priorities of finer-grained requirements within the context
of the broader use-cases. This is not always easy to achieve and there are bound to be some
conflicting demands. It was felt, however, that this provides an insight into how users think about and
assess the priority that should be given to the various components of N4U. In this regard the
following four use-cases are considered:
Use-Case 1:
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„Verify results using visualised provenance data‟. A workflow yields some surprising and possibly
significant results. A researcher wishes to confirm that the results are accurate and identify any
mistake that has been made, refer to Figure 2. By analysing the visualisation of associated provenance
data the user is able to verify that the results were incorrect. It is found that the error was due to a
specific group of images interacting badly within the workflow. The user annotates the workflow so
that other users are warned if they attempt a similar analysis. Furthermore, consider the user creates a
new workflow and runs a test dataset using it. At each stage in the execution of the workflow, the
intermediary images or data are stored and a full provenance track is kept. After results are produced,
the user examines the provenance to check that each stage of the analysis was completed correctly,
refer to Figure 2. The raw results are then exported into the user‟s preferred analysis tool and the
whole process is added to the researcher‟s history for future reference. For example, initially, the new
workflow produces some poor results during testing. The researcher, therefore, looks at the associated
visualisation of provenance data and locates the problem. The user then interacts with the system to
make changes to the relevant settings and re-runs the test study. This time the process runs correctly
and meaningful results are produced.

Figure 2 - Use-Case 1 Verification of Results
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User Requirements:
Req
No.

R1.2
R1.3
R1.4
R1.5
R1.6
R1.7
R1.8
R1.9

Priority

Carry out verification of all the stages that have been processed during
workflow execution using the associated visualised provenance data.
Perform a statistical analysis on provenance data.
Annotate a workflow with information regarding potential errors and
incompatibilities.
Search a list of common errors that are known to affect a given workflow.
Validate a workflow using visualised provenance to locate points of failure in
it.
Report errors in workflow execution.
Annotate workflows with version information and complete change history.
Provide users with workflow details and annotation present in the database.
Provide users with the workflow execution timeline.

E
O
O
D
E
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R1.1

Description

Use-Case 2:

E
D
E
E
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A new workflow has been developed and verified. A user decides that it might be useful to compare it
with an existing workflow designed for a similar study set. The user wants to compare the results of
newly designed workflow against the past analyses, see Figure 3. The user requests to generate a
visualisation of both the workflows to give a better understanding of the working of the two
workflows under consideration thus yielding further insight into the study.

Req
No.
R2.1
R2.2
R2.3

Figure 3 - Use-Case 2 Comparison of Workflows

Description

See how a workflow/dataset compares to an existing workflow/dataset.
See how a workflow compares to multiple workflows.
Visualise comparison of activities/entities of one or more workflows.

Priority
E
E
E

Use-Case 3:
The third use-case „Evolution of Workflows‟. A user wishes to view how a workflow or dataset has
evolved over period of time for a particular type of analysis, see Figure 4. The study includes how a
workflow has been used by owners and later on, edited by other users to carry out their respective
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studies. This provides the user with the essential know-how of why a particular workflow or dataset
was used for a particular analysis and provide a basis to conduct his/her own analysis. The study also
includes inspection of how a particular workflow has evolved over a period of time in order to
determine what changes have occurred; who brought the changes and for what purposes.
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Figure 4 - Use-Case 3 Evolution of Workflows

Req
No.

R3.2

See how a workflow/dataset evolves over a period of time using visualised
provenance data.
Annotate workflows/datasets with useful information for future use.

Priority
E
E

M

R3.1

Description

Use-Case 4:
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The fourth use-case „Progression of Workflows‟. The user wishes to conduct an analysis and wants to
see if any other research team has already conducted a similar experiment. This will save the
researcher some time and effort. The research that is already produced acknowledges the contribution
of the workflow/dataset it becomes an established research method more quickly than would have
been possible otherwise. The user will search for a particular workflow/dataset and the system will
provide visualisation of provenance to be examined and if appropriate use the workflow/dataset for
the researcher‟s further analysis, see Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Use-Case 4 Progression of Workflow
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Req
No.
R4.1
R4.2

Description

Priority

Analysis of origin of results, to see how a workflow/dataset came into being so
further analysis can be conducted upon it.
Annotate the workflow/dataset with appropriate information to progress with
the researcher‟s desired analysis.

E
E
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Based on the requirements analysis as detailed in Section 3 and the Use-Cases presented, the
following set of assessment metrics has been defined that are used to evaluate the results generated
from using NeuroProv to visualise provenance data for neuroimaging analysis:
 Display workflows as nodes, edges and relationships with annotations and execution timeline;
 Compare provenance for given workflow(s);
 Highlight the trace for a particular artefact or process;
 Provide the ability for users to drill down and tracking of expanded stages;
 Examine a workflows‟ or an artefact‟s/process‟s attributes
 Enable search features e.g. to identify workflows, datasets, nodes etc.;
 View workflows in a separate view for Progression and Evolution use-cases.

5. NeuroProv Architecture
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As NeuroProv System is developed in the context of N4U, Figure 6 illustrates how NeuroProv fits
into the context of N4U project. It attempts to fulfill the use cases described in Section 4. The user
selects data and the respective workflow to run and sends the request to NeuroProv, which then
queries the NeuroProv Store containing data such as clinical variables, images, pipelines, project data
etc. These are returned as a queried response to NeuroProv, which then enables to generate a
visualisation to aid the researchers in the analyses.

Figure 6 - NeuroProv in context of N4U project
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Figure 7 presents the system architecture of NeuroProv, a visualisation system that has been
developed based on the above requirements (Section 3 and Section 4). The NeuroProv architecture
contains three following basic elements:
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1. NeuroProv Store: The NeuroProv Store is a repository of MRI scans/images, associated
metadata, workflow execution information, datasets and related provenance data of the abovementioned items. Currently, the NeuroProv store contains provenance data and associated
metadata from workflows being run in Pegasus [36].

Figure 7 - NeuroProv Architecture
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2. NeuroProv Plugin: Sankey diagrams [33] are particularly useful to represent the flow of data and
to present temporal ordering inherent in provenance graphs. One of the earliest and famous
examples of Sankey diagrams is Charles Minard's Map of Napoleon's Russian Campaign of 1812
[37]. Sankey diagrams enable researchers to view provenance as a network of activities where
data flows through and between activities. Providing clinicians and researchers alike with a view
that enables an understanding of how data flows through a selected activity/entity and its lineage
to verify sources and identify choke points/anomalies. Other layout approaches for example
„radial layouts‟ tend to focus on the interconnectivity of data or activities and do not leverage the
temporal ordering inherent to provenance [32]. The plugin ingests provenance data sent to it as an
input in a JSON format and uses JavaScript to generate Sankey diagram based on the provenance
data, metadata and annotations (if stored in the NeuroProv store).

CE
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3. Provenance Visualisation: Since D3 [38] is a JavaScript-based library it allows visualised
Sankey diagrams to be presented in browsers. NeuroProv has been evaluated on Firefox (version
64) and Google Chrome (version 71) for the purpose of the research study. NeuroProv supports
all major browsers except for Internet Explorer since d3.js lacks support for it.

AC

Figure 8 shows the flow of activities in NeuroProv, the user generates a request to visualise
provenance for a named workflow and sends the request to NeuroProv. NeuroProv plugin generates
the appropriate query in order to retrieve provenance, metadata information and annotations
associated with the workflow requested by the user. The query results from the NeuroProv Store are
returned to the NeuroProv plugin in a JSON response. NeuroProv plugin then utilises the JSON
response to generate Sankey diagrams to be visualised in the browser, thus providing users with
visualisation to perform the analysis.
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Figure 8 - Flow of activities in NeuroProv
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Sankey diagrams have been particularly chosen to visualise provenance data for NeuroProv since
neuroimaging provenance is viewed as a network of activities where data flows through and between
activities. The aim is to provide a view that allows researchers to understand how data flows through a
selected activity/entity and its lineage to verify sources and identify choke points/anomalies. Sankey
diagrams enable users to highlight edges between different nodes by varying the link opacity. Without
link opacity, the meaning of these relationships will be obscured. It is significant for clinicians to be
able to identify relationships between different elements of the workflow. Furthermore, NeuroProv
allows Sankey diagrams to be interactive, thus enabling users to move around nodes to better
understand the relationship between important nodes.
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NeuroProv visually represents activities as blue rectangles and entities as green rectangles. The width
of the link between the rectangles represents the amount of information flow between the two nodes
(activities and entities). Initially, once the visualisation has been generated, NeuroProv provides users
with a basic view of the workflow provenance with each link‟s opacity set to 0.2. The opacity of 0.2
makes the links easily identifiable in the workflow. Once the user selects a particular node for
inspection (be it an entity or an activity) by clicking on a node the concerned link(s) opacity changes
to 0.5 while the opacity of the rest of the link remains at 0.2. This helps the users to visually
differentiate between the highlighted and non-highlighted links in the visualisation; making it visually
possible to differentiate and examine sources and/or target nodes.
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NeuroProv‟s visualisation provides the ability to drill down into a workflow to view complete and
detailed information allowing users to view a detailed summary of the workflow in the first stage and
the user can progressively drill down as they proceed to view further details. The high-level summary
provides naïve users with a basic level of understanding of the specific workflow. Experienced users
such as Research leaders and Pipeline developers can further drill down to view detailed information
that will help to completely understand provenance data. NeuroProv also provides tracking of the
expanded stages to users, giving them an overview of what stage they have drilled down to so that
they can click on previous stages when and if required to view a high-level summary of the workflow.
Additionally, the „search‟ feature in NeuroProv allows users to discover information about a particular
workflow or dataset to be administered whilst verifying an experiment. This feature enhances the
ability of the user by providing the capability to look-up the required workflow while verifying the
result. The request is sent as a query to the NeuroProv store which returns the appropriate query
results to generate a visualisation of the searched workflow. This sets the scene for the following
Section in which the evaluation results of the research conducted are presented along with the
discussion on how the results are deduced.

6. Evaluation, Results and Discussion
For the purpose of the research study, Windows 7 machine with 4 GB RAM has been used. The
visualised provenance is evaluated on Firefox (Version 64) and Google Chrome (Version 71). There
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are currently 131 workflows residing in the NeuroProv store for the purpose of the research study.
Twenty workflows of varying size and data were selected, each containing multiple processes and
images. Since it was not possible to obtain a truly random distribution within a huge set of workflows,
the following strategy has been adopted for the selection of workflows. These workflows are divided
into case-studies based on the type of use-cases namely verification, comparison, progression and
evolution. The following table maps use-cases with the selected workflows for our research. For
simplicity of understanding of the paper, we have presented Case-Study One for each of these usecases. Each cell in the table represents the workflow id (wf_id) for the workflows visualised for that
use-case in the case-study.
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Table 1 - Describing Case Study and Use Case Mapping
Use-Case 1
Verification

Use-Case 2
Comparison

Use-Case 3
Progression

Case- Study 1

Wf_id:
39, 94

Wf_id:
38, 39

Wf_id:
94, 96, 105, 106, 110,
123, 131

Wf_id:
1, 90
Wf_id:
91, 93
Wf_id:
47, 53

Wf_id:
94, 96, 131
Wf_id:
2, 7, 13
Wf_id:
67, 71

Wf_id:
8, 14, 25, 29, 31
Wf_id:
38, 39, 44, 46, 49
Wf_id:
90, 91, 93

Case-Study 2
Case-Study 3

Use-Case 4
Evolution

Wf_id:
94, 95, 96, 104, 105,
105, 110, 111, 113,123,
131
Wf_id:
36, 38, 39, 41, 44, 46
Wf_id:
9, 11, 17, 19, 21
Wf_id:
68, 75, 77, 78, 81
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Figure 9 - Workflow Verification and Annotation
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Use-Case 2 - Comparison: Insight often comes from comparing different provenance visualisations.
Users can perform a comparison with the same attributes using different workflows to compare the
results. This will provide further insights into the experiment. In figure 10, the first case-study from
the use-case „Comparison of Workflows‟, NeuroProv plugin generates a visualisation that compares
two workflows (wf_id 38 with 39) and the differences are highlighted in red prompting users with the
changes in the two versions of the workflow. Visually comprehending the differences can enable
researchers to investigate the cause of the error and rectify it before it can percolate to a later stage
and affect the final results. In Figure 10 NeuroProv highlights that the difference between workflow
38 and 39 is due to the generation/consumption of three files namely „f.c1‟ (generated at two hours
and seven minutes of execution), while „f.c2‟ and „f.d‟ (generated at three hours and forty four
minutes of execution respectively) that caused changes in the workflow behaviour. In workflow 38
the files f.b1 and f.b2 (shown green in figure 10) were generated as a result of the workflow execution
towards the end of execution around three hours and forty-five minutes. While similar files were
generated around one hour, twenty-five minutes and the other at one hour and thirty minutes
approximately in workflow 39 as can be seen on the execution timeline underneath the Sankey
diagram.
Advanced users can annotate the workflow with the reasons that brought the change to help future
users save valuable time and to ensure the validity of the changes that occurred. Furthermore,
annotations can provide a basis for authentication to publish results in a journal/conference.
NeuroProv plugin allows multiple workflow comparisons in addition to the case study provided where
advanced users can compare more than two workflows against a single workflow in order to find
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Figure 10 - Workflow Comparison
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anomalies and to highlight the changes occurred. This is a unique and novel feature in the NeuroProv
system.

Use-Case 3 - Progression: Researchers can view the visualised provenance in order to determine the
analysis and origin of results. In a collaborative environment such as neuGRID scientists frequently
work with data that has been collected or processed by other groups or organizations. In order to
verify the results for correctness, scientists need to view the progression of the data with the help of
visualisation. Figure 11 shows the results from the first case-study from the use-case „Progression of
Workflows‟ for the „WordCount‟ workflow. WordCount workflow contains file names for MRI
scans. Over a period of time, the „WordCount‟ workflow has progressed into several versions, each
node representing a different version of the workflow. When a user clicks on a particular version of
the workflow, it opens up a complete visualisation of the selected workflow version in a separate
window allowing users to verify the workflow and its results. For instance, in the following scenario,
if the user clicks on a link between „WordCountWF 2.0‟ and „WordCountWF 2.1‟ in Figure 11, the
link is highlighted and the changes that led to the change in its version is shown in a table underneath
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the Sankey diagram. In this scenario, the changes brought about the consumption of file „wordlist‟ and
the generation of files „wordlist1‟ and „wordlist2‟ respectively. In the progression view of NeuroProv
clicking on the nodes enables users to inspect complete visualisations of the workflow versions in
separate windows while clicking on a link between the nodes provides users with the ability to
highlight the changes that caused the new version to emerge. The ability to be able to visualise the
progression of a workflow enables researchers to inspect changes that led to the generation of a
particular version so that they can perform further experimentation on the existing version rather than
starting from scratch for a similar version.

Figure 11 - Workflow Progression and Annotation
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Use-Case 4 - Evolution: In order to determine how a certain data product has evolved during the
course of an experiment, researchers need to view the visualised provenance. Clicking on a link
provides users with a visualisation that shows how the workflow has evolved from one version to
another, whilst clicking on a workflow version allows users to inspect the workflow in a separate
window. Figure 12 shows the first case-study from the „Evolution of Workflows‟ use-case showing
the „BrainSuite‟ workflow into multiple versions and stemming to become completely new workflows
based on their functionality. If the user clicks on the link between „BrainSuitev1.0‟ workflow and
„BLASTv1.0‟, NeuroProv highlights the trace between them and shows the changes that led to the
transformation of „BrainSuite‟ workflow to the „BLAST‟ workflow at the bottom of the screen.
Furthermore, users can view the visualised provenance of individual workflows such as „Dirac v1.0‟,
„PCARegistrationv1.0‟ and „BrainSuiteCorticalSurfaceExtractionv1.0‟ workflows in separate
windows to determine the activities and entities involved that led to the generation of results.
In summary, for all of the above-mentioned provenance visualisation use cases, NeuroProv allows
performing various provenance exploration activities such as:
1. Generate complete visualisation of a workflow, along with presenting annotations associated with
the workflow and its elements;
2. Allow users to highlight a trace for a particular entity/activity, along with its sources and targets
(which is essential to understand how an entity is generated and by which activity(-ies));
3. Allow users to drill down (provide high-level summary view and to avoid visual clutter) and keep
track of expanded stages (this gives the user an overview of how farther they have drilled down in
a workflow);
4. Have annotation support with workflows, entities, activities and links (for a better understanding
of provenance data for the naive user);
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5. Navigate a timeline to provide users with the ability to see when a particular activity/entity was
generated and its associated details;
6. Have the ability to compare workflows and inspect visually encoded differences to allow users to
identify anomalies;
7. Visualise how a workflow has evolved and progressed over the period of time and what changes
have occurred.

M

Figure 12 - Workflow Evolution

ED

The evaluation approach taken in this research to derive results is qualitative in nature rather than
quantitative. For visualisation aspects, there is no absolute measure to determine whether the approach
followed works in all cases. This is a natural consequence of any visualisation exercise; measures to
determine whether visualisation software is „fit-for-purpose‟ are always subjective [39]. Table 2 maps
the metrics to the use-cases for traceability of results.

PT

Table 2- Mapping Metrics to Use-Cases

Metrics

AC

CE

Display workflows as nodes, edges and relationships
with annotations and execution timeline;
Compare provenance for given workflow(s);
Highlight the trace for a particular artefact or
process;
Provide the ability for users to drill down and
tracking of expanded stages;
Examine a workflows’ or an artefact’s/process’s
attributes;
Enable search features e.g. to identify workflows,
datasets, nodes etc;
View workflows in a separate view for Progression
and Evolution use-cases.

UseCase 1


UseCase 2


UseCase 3


UseCase 4
































Moreover, in order to do a comparative analysis with other provenance visualisation approaches we
have conducted thorough literature survey and in this regard, Table 3 provides a summary of how
NeuroProv compares to other visualisation systems based on the set of metrics defined. Other
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visualisation approaches do not leverage the ability to highlight trace for a particular entity/activity
and its associated sources/targets essential to verify results. The highlighted trace provides users with
the ability to visually access the source, target activities and processes involved for a particular node.
Systems such as Prototype Lineage Server [2] allow users to navigate metadata through clickable
links bringing the focus of the item under inspection as shown in Figure 13. Views are restricted to
only parent and child objects, in contrast, NeuroProv allows the user to view drill down multiple
levels of details to view fine-grained provenance. Prototype Lineage Server is designed for Earth and
Life Sciences data and caters to systems in similar domains.

ED

Figure 13 - Example screens for Lineage Server Web Application (Prototype Lineage Server) [2]
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Furthermore fewer systems namely Provenance Explorer, Pedigree Graph and Probe-It! provide users
with the ability to drill down and view fine-grained provenance meaningful for advanced users to
inspect elements of provenance to determine the authenticity of results. Provenance Explorer [31] for
instance shown in Figure 14, provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) allowing permitted users
based on their access privileges to drill down and to expand links between nodes (input states,
processes and output states) to expose fine-grained information about particular sub-events or
intermediate products similar to NeuroProv. One of the major drawbacks of Provenance Explorer is
that the underlying model for visualising provenance and inference rules defined are specifically for
processing events in a laboratory or manufacturing/processing plant. This is very different from
neuroimaging analysis use-cases, in which workflows run on images and associated data.
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Table 3 - NeuroProv Vs other Provenance Visualisation Systems

Display complete start to end
provenance for a workflow

Prototype
Lineage
Server

myGrid

VisTrails

Probe-It!

Pedigree
Graph

PROV-OViz

Provenanc
e Explorer

ESSW

Karma

CIBrowse-It!

NeuroProv

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AN
US

Metrics

•

Allow users to compare two
workflows
Allow users to compare
multiple workflows

•

Highlight trace for a particular
data or process

•

The ability for users to drill
down

•
•

Examine object history

•

Provide tracking of expanded
stages

AC

•

•

PT

•

CE

Workflow execution timeline

•

•

Search feature e.g. workflow,
nodes, dataset
Visually view attributes
(visually encoded)

•

•

ED

Provide annotation with
workflow, nodes and edges

•

M

•

Display workflows as nodes,
edges and relationships

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
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Figure 14 - Snapshot of Provenance Explorer’s expanded provenance view [31]
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In addition systems like VisTrails [30] shown in Figure 15, is a workflow and provenance
management system that provides for scientific exploration and visualisation. VisTrails records
modifications applied to the workflow while users are editing. In the context of this system,
provenance refers to the history of changes made to a particular workflow in order to derive a new
workflow; changes may include, adding, deleting or altering workflow processes. VisTrails provides a
novel way to render this history of changes. A tree-like structure provides a representation for
provenance where nodes represent a version of some workflow while edges represent changes applied
to a workflow in order to derive a new workflow. However, VisTrails generates visualisation with the
help of provenance data rather than visualising the provenance data. Although VisTrails provides the
ability to compare different versions of the workflow or even a data product over the course of an
experiment it fails to generate a visualisation of provenance data itself. It only provides associated
provenance in a textual form which is of little use for neuroimaging since it is difficult to make sense
of the sheer volume of provenance data associated with an analysis.
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Figure 15 - VisTrails Screenshot of the main window [30]
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Execution timeline provided by NeuroProv allows users to determine the causality between entities
and activities to ensure the correctness of results. The ability to compare two or more workflows
enables users to visually evaluate differences between multiple workflows and determine any
anomalies. The next section concludes the research and identifies potential future directions for the
research work.

7. Conclusions and Future Directions
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This research concludes that visualisation techniques can enhance the utility of provenance data for
neuroimaging analyses. Scientists and researchers need to visualise provenance data in order to aid
them in the exploration process by providing means to understand complex data and processes.
NeuroProv allows clinical researchers to visually represent provenance data in an intuitive manner
thus allowing clinicians and users to exploit the true potential of provenance data. The use of Sankey
diagrams for representing provenance data for neuroimaging analysis opens up new avenues for using
such techniques for visualisation of provenance data, thus broadening the domain of data
visualisation.
NeuroProv provides researchers both with a high-level summary of the analysis and the ability to drill
down to examine details that might be helpful whilst verifying an analysis. A high-level summary
might be effective when a „Basic User‟ would want to inspect the provenance for understanding and
authenticating a workflow or result. „Intermediate‟ and „Advanced Users‟ may wish to inspect
detailed visualisation of provenance to determine errors/anomalies.
Over the course of the study, requirements for provenance visualisation have been defined (as elicited
in Sections 3 and 4), derived from the use-cases designed for neuroimaging analysis based on the case
study N4U. The use-cases encompass aspects of provenance visualisation for the domain of
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neuroimaging analysis. Particular focus has been made on the usage of provenance data in order to
determine the requirements. A detailed study of the state-of-the-art reveals that current visualisation
systems partially lack support for provenance visualisation. Since provenance of neuroimaging
analyses involves images, datasets, pipelines, algorithms and arguments it is essential that provenance
is completely and correctly visualised in order to verify a result or to reproduce an experiment. One of
the contributing factors of this work is to allow researchers and clinicians to be aware of the
requirements for a visualisation system for this domain. The other main contribution is the results of
the qualitative study, devising metrics to evaluate visualisation for provenance data.
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One major future direction for the continuation of this work is generalising the system to perform in
other domains. In this regard, the results from this research could be validated externally to assess
whether they can be generalised for other domains (in addition to neuroimaging related scientific
analysis). The current research takes neuGRID and N4U as a case study but NeuroProv could be
modified in future in order to accommodate other provenance systems to visualise data. Another
future direction can be to research and integrate, within NeuroProv, a module that will enable
applications to learn from their past executions and improve and optimise new studies and processes
based on previous executions. This will include models that will inform researchers of missing
processing stages, suggest available and verified processing modules and warn users of incompatible
data types. One essential future direction could be provenance interoperability. Currently NeuroProv
uses PROV [25] interoperability standard. This will allow N4U users to share their provenance data in
other PROV-compliant systems.
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Another possible addition to the system could be a readily searchable database of commonly used
(and also rarely used) workflows that will greatly aid researchers in re-creating the conditions of a
particular analysis, reproducing previous results and re-running a selected analysis with limited
modification. Models could be formulated that could derive the best possible optimisation strategies
by learning from past executions of experiments and processes. These models would gradually evolve
over time and would facilitate decision support in generating a visualisation of future processes and
workflows in a domain. Furthermore, another future direction can be to develop useful applications
based on the work presented in this research, gaining access to real-world infrastructures for system
deployment and engaging users in using provenance to inform neuroimaging research, encouraging
subsequent data and provenance sharing, enhanced peer-reviewed publications and supporting multicentre collaboration.
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